Bread Loaf Writers' Conference 2011

**Faculty**

Richard Bausch, fiction
Charles Baxter, fiction
Marianne Boruch, poetry
Jane Brox, nonfiction
Maud Casey, fiction
Ted Conover, nonfiction
Peter Ho Davies, fiction
Stacey D'Erasmo, fiction
Louise Glück, poetry
A. Van Jordan, poetry
Randall Kenan, fiction
Chang-rae Lee, fiction
James Longenbach, poetry
Sigrid Nunez, fiction
Joanna Scott, fiction
David Shields, nonfiction
Tom Sleigh, poetry
Arthur Sze, poetry
Luis Alberto Urrea, fiction
Ellen Bryant Voigt, poetry

**Special Guests**

John Elder
Philip Levine
Fellows

Dilruba Ahmed, Katharine Bakeless Nason Fellowship in Poetry
Nicky Beer, Theodore Morrison Scholarship in Poetry
Reginald Dwayne Betts, Steve Orlen Fellow in Poetry
Matt Burgess, Margaret Bridgman Fellowship in Fiction
H. G. Carrillo, Amanda Davis Returning Fellowship in Fiction
Arda Collins, Robert Frost Fellowship in Poetry
Jasmin Darznik, William Sloan Fellowship in Nonfiction
Robin Ekiss, Robert Frost Fellowship in Poetry
Patricia Engel, Jane Tinkham Broughton Fellowship in Fiction
Danielle Evans, Theodore Morrison Fellowship in Fiction
Ru Freeman, Jane Tinkham Broughton Fellowship in Fiction
Jerry Gabriel, John Gardner Fellowship in Fiction
Benjamin Hale, John Farrar Fellowship in Fiction
Alan Heathcock, Shane Stevens Fellowship in Fiction
Caitlin Horrocks, Jane Tinkham Broughton Fellowship in Fiction
John Murillo, Robert Frost Fellowship in Poetry
Mary Jane Nealon, Katharine Bakeless Nason Fellowship in Nonfiction
Raymond Ramcharitar, Michael and Marylee Fairbanks International Fellowship in Poetry
Shann Ray, Katharine Bakeless Nason Fellowship in Fiction
Cornelia Maude Spelman, Bernard De Voto Fellowship in Nonfiction
Melissa Stein, John Ciardi Fellowship in Poetry
Alexi Zentner, Fletcher Pratt Fellowship in Fiction
Fiction Contributors

Cara Blue Adams, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Xhenet Aliu, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Susan Cooke Anastasi
Christopher Arnold, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Olufunke Grace Bankole, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Fiction
Anne Batterson
Annie Baxter
Grant Bergland
William Boast, Bernard O'Keefe Scholarship in Fiction
Neal Bonser
Nate Brown, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Jennifer Calder
Miriam Camitta
Alan Carl
Salena Casha, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Fiction
Chip Cheek, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Emily Choate
Harriet Clark, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Hugh Coyle
Shawnessey Custer
Patrick D'Arcy, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Fiction
Tamara Dean
Margaret DeAngelis
Katrina Denza, Carol Houck Smith Contributor Scholarship in Fiction
Kathleen Devereaux
Emma Duffy-Comparone, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Lauren Edmondson
Dave Essinger
Shideh Eetaat, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Louise Fabiani
Daryl Farmer
Kevin Fitzgerald
Nancy Garruba
Sarah Gauch
Sharon Gelman
Christina Gombar
Aracelis Gonzalez Asendorf
John Green
Kaitlyn Greenidge, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Bob Greenspan
Cricket Halsey
Jamey Hatley, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Nancy Hawkins
Matthew Hedgpeth, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Fiction
Lori Huth
Katherine James
Erica Jamieson
Marjan Kamali
Robert Kaplan
Gail Wilson Kenna
Mary Kuryla
Kendisan Kusumaatmadja
Sonya Larson, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Katie LaBelle Lindert
Tamara Linse
Terri Mackenzie
Tim Manley
Courtney Maum
Nina McConigley, Carol Houck Smith Scholarship in Fiction
Sheila McGrory-Klyza
Ernest McLeod
Christine Melchior
Rebecca Merritt
Janet Miller
Ian Miller, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Thomas Mitchell
Kalpana Mohan
Meaghan Mulholland, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Jennifer Murphy
Eve Ness
Dan Newman
Morgan Pile
Kirstin Quade, Margaret Bridgman Scholarship in Fiction
Kerri Quinn
Octavia Randolph, Donald Everett Axinn Contributor Scholarship in Fiction
chaz reetz-laiolo, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
John Reilly
James Renner
Benjamin Roesch
Christopher Ross, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Kathleen Rowell
Shuchi Saraswat, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Alec Scott
Phoebe Shang
Andrew Shelden
Maggie Shipstead, Bernard O'Keefe Scholarship in Fiction
Andrew Slater
Matthew Socia
Adam Stumacher
Giuseppe Taurino, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Ted Thompson, Alan Collins Scholarship in Fiction
Larkin Tom
Kara Waite
xuan wang, Work-study Scholarship in Fiction
Thomas Wisniewski
Sarah Woodberry
Elizabeth Wyckoff
Rolf Yngve
Bonnie ZoBell
Claudia Zuluaga

**Nonfiction Contributors**
Molly Absolon
Patty Chang Anker
Nicholas Boggs, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Krista Bremer, Bread Loaf Scholarship in Nonfiction
 Angie Chatman
Matthew Clark, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Jennifer De Leon, Conference Grant in Nonfiction
Christen Enos
Telaina Eriksen
Gro Flatebo
Kathleen Furbee
Artis Henderson
Daisy Hernandez, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Nonfiction
Stephanie Joyce, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Nonfiction
Margot Kahn
Michael Kerlin
Alexandria Marzano-Lesnevich, Work-study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Patrick Moser
Lois Parshley, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Nonfiction
Brian Pfeiffer
Amy Ponomarev
Brenda Rankin
Joshua Rivkin, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Nonfiction
Annita Sawyer
Mike Scalise, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Nonfiction
Abe Streep, William Raney Scholarship in Nonfiction
Meeghan Truelove
Irene Turner
Lucy Van Atta, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Nonfiction
Zachary Watterson, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Nonfiction
Elliott Woods, B. Frank Vogel Scholar in Nonfiction

Poetry Contributors
Kellam Ayers
JoAnn Balingit
Jeremy Bass, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Megan Baxter
Alexandra Beers
Tara Betts
Kris Bigalk
Charlie Bondhus
Martin Cain
Brittany Cavallaro, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Danica Colic, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Poetry
Katherine Deblasiie, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Kendra DeColo, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Brian Komei Dempster, Margaret Bridgman Scholarship in Poetry
Katy Didden, John Ciardi Scholarship in Poetry
Jacob Eigen
Doris Ferleger
Chad Frisbie
Jenny George, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Deborah Golub
James Griffin
Laura Heaberlin, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Poetry
Michael Homolka
Sara Elizabeth Johnson, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Josh Kalscheur, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Jacob Kelly
Rickey Laurentiis, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Bing Li
Miles Liss
Patrick Madden
Farah Marklevits
Jamaal May, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Evan McGarvey
Tyler Mills, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Tamara Mikell-Choudhury
Lynda Montgomery
James Moore, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Poetry
Amanda Newell, Donald Everett Axinn Contributor Scholarship in Poetry
Diana Nguyen, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Matthew Nienow, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Sarah Rose Nordgren, Louis Untermeyer Scholarship in Poetry
Eugene O’Connor
Christina Olivares
Matt Olzmann, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Jasmine Jina Ortiz, Conference Grant in Poetry
Mike Peterson, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Emily Pulfer-Terino
Alicia Jo Rabins, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Henry Rappaport
Roger Reeves, Theodore Morrison Scholarship in Poetry
Rebecca Anne Renner
Emily Scarisbrick, Middlebury College Student Scholarship in Poetry
Caitlin Scholl
Norma Schulman
Leona Sevick
Martin Shapiro
Jimmie Smith, Jr.
Deborah S. Snyder
Sarah Snyder
Shenandoah Sowash, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Lynn Staley
Christina Stoddard
Jim Tilley
Seth Tucker, Carol Houck Smith Scholarship in Poetry
Corey Van Landingham, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Amy Schreibman Walter
Ross White, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Phillip B. Williams, Work-study Scholarship in Poetry
Ellen Wise
Trish Woolwine

Auditors
Marie Hulme
Jeffrey Stauch
Sumita Ambasta
Dorothy Muirhead
Danielle Shapazian
Guests

Miriam Altshuler, President, Miriam Altshuler Literary Agency
David Haward Bain, writer and Bread Loaf Historian
Julie Barer, President, Barer Literary Agency
Stephen Burt, writer
Christopher Castellani, Artistic Director, Grub Street, Inc.
Gary Clark, Development Director, Vermont Studio Center
Roland Clark, musician
Kevin Craft, Editor, Poetry Northwest
Thom Didato, Editor and Publisher, Failbetter.com
Patrick Donnelly, writer
James Geary, writer
Ted Genoways, Editor, Virginia Quarterly Review
M.M.M. Hayes, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher, StoryQuarterly
Amy Holman, Literary Consultant
Andy Hunter, Co-Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Electric Literature
Alexander Jacobs, Elyse Cheney Literary Associates LLC
Jenna Johnson, Senior Editor, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Carolyn Kuebler, Managing Editor, New England Review
Scott Lindenbaum, Co-Publisher and Editor, Electric Literature
PJ Mark, Agent, Janklow & Nesbit Associates
Suzanne Marrs, writer
Joe Mazur, writer
Fiona McCrae, Editor-in-Chief, Graywolf Press
Peter Newton, writer
Matthew Power, writer
Ladette Randolph, Editor-in-Chief, Ploughshares
Martha Rhodes, Director, Four Way Books
Carey Salerno, Executive Director, Alice James Books

Elizabeth Scanlon, Editor, American Poetry Review

Don Share, Senior Editor, Poetry

Jeffrey Shotts, Senior Editor, Graywolf Press

Janet Silver, Literary Director, Zachary Shuster Harmsworth

Anjali Singh, Senior Editor, Simon & Schuster

Mitchell Waters, Agent, Curtis Brown, Ltd.

Staff

Michael Collier, Director

Jennifer Grotz, Assistant Director

Noreen Cargill, Administrative Manager

Jennifer Bates, Bakeless Prize Coordinator